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Abstract—Speed and vibration performance as well as
obstacle avoidance performance of the previously proposed
Electric Wheel Chair: EWC controlled by human eyes only is
conducted. Experimental results show acceptable performances
of speed vibration performance as well as obstacle avoidance
performance for disabled persons. More importantly, disabled
persons are satisfied with the proposed EWC because it works by
their eyes only. Without hands and finger, they can control EWC
freely.

looks forward and the other one looks backward (acquires
users’ eye image). The web camera used 1.3 Mega pixel
OrbiCam (Visible camera) and The Pocket PC used Sony
VAIO UX180P with Intel Solo Processor U1400 1.20GHz and
512 MB RAM. First camera is used for acquired eye behavior
and other camera is used for detect the obstacle. The Electric
Wheel Chair used Yamaha JW-I type.

Keywords—Human Computer Interaction; Gaze; Obstacle
Avoidance; Electric Wheel Chair Control
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The Electric Wheel Chair: EWC controlled by human eyes
only is proposed previously. It works well in principle. Some
experiments show acceptable performances previously. This
paper describes the performance of speed control and
vibrations as well as obstacle avoidance performance.
The proposed system consists of forward and backward
looking Web cameras mounted glass and pocket PC that
allows Bluetooth communications. Thus users can be moved
using the system. Pocket PC can be communicated with not
only with Input and Output devices but also the other pocket
PCs mounted on the other Electric Wheel Chairs: EWCs so
that created and updated map information can be shares with
many EWCs. The system provides obstacle finding with
forward-looking camera so that EWCs can avoid obstacles.
Location information of obstacles is uploaded to the other
EWCs through Bluetooth communications. Thus all the EWCs
can be controlled safely avoiding obstacles with the shared
map information.
The following section describes the proposed system
followed by experiments for the proposed system in terms of
control performance of EWC, in particular, obstacle avoidance
performance.
II.

THE PROPOSED COMPUTER INPUT SYSTEM WITH
HUMAN EYES-ONLY

A. Hardware configuration
Hardware configuration is shown in Figure1. The proposed
system consists of (1) two Web cameras mounted glass, (2)
Pocket PC, (3) Ultrasonic Sensor. One of two Web cameras

Pocket PC

USB Interface

Wheel Chair
Controller

Ultrasonic
Sensor

Fig. 1.

Hardware configuration

B. The method used and system parameters
In order to control EWC, at least four keys, move forward,
turn right, turn left and stop are required. For the safety reason,
users have to look forward so that the key layout that is shown
in Figure 2 is proposed.

Fig. 2. 3 by 3 of key layout for EWC control

Namely, key consists of 9 keys (3 by 3). Move forward and
turn left/right are aligned on the middle row. Stop key is
aligned on the other rows, top and bottom rows. Users
understand the location of desired key so that it can be
selected with users’ eye-only. The backward looking Web
camera whose resolution is 640 by 480 pixels acquires users’
eye and its surrounding. Using OpenCV(14) of eye detection
and tracking installed on the Pocket PC, users’ eye is detected
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and tracked. If the OpenCV cannot detect users’ eye, then
EWC is stopped for safety reason. EWC is also stopped when
users look at the different location other than the three keys
aligned on the center row. When users are surprised human
eyes used to be large. Such a situation can be detected with
acquired image with backward looking Web camera so that
EWC is stopped.
Intentional blink can be detected if the eye is closed for
more than 0.4 seconds because accidental blink is finished
within 0.3 seconds. In this connection, it is easy to distinguish
between intentional and accidental blink. Also, key selection
can be done every 0.4 seconds. Thus the system recognizes
user specified key every 0.4 seconds. In order to make sure the
user specified key, 10 frames per seconds of frame rate is
selected for backward looking camera.
C. Eye Detection and Tracking(17)
Figure 3 shows the process flow of eye detection and
tracking. Eye is detected by Viola-Jones classifier. The violaJones classifier employs ADABOOST at each node in the
cascade to learn a high detection rate the cost of low rejection
rate multi-tree classifier at each node of the cascade. To apply
the viola-Jones classifier on the system, we use viola-Jones
function in OpenCV(15). Before use the function, we should
create xml file data. The training sample (face or eye image)
must be collected. There are two sample types: negative and
positive sample. Negative sample correspond to non-object
images. Positive sample correspond to object image. After
acquired image, OpenCv will search the face center location
and continue with search the eye center location. Advantage
this function is fast and robust.

R sq _ diff ( x, y) 
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2
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This method will obtain good result only if both images
have same pixel intensity. Because of output result only 0 and
1, it not sophisticated for the proposed system.
2) Correlation matching methods
These methods multiplicatively match the template against
the image, so a perfect match will be large and bad matches
will be small or 0.
Rccorr ( x, y ) 
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2
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3) Correlation coefficient matching methods.
These methods match a template relative to its mean
against the image relative to its mean, so a perfect match will
be 1 and a perfect mismatch will be -1; a value of 0 simply
means that there is no correlation.
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In this system we used Correlation coefficient methods and
give additional normalized to reduce the effects of lighting
difference between the template and the image.
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Fig. 3. Eye detection and tracking

x ', y '

D. Template Matching
Eye behavior is detected by template matching. Template
matching which used is not based on histograms; the function
matches an actual image patch against an input by sliding the
patch over the input image. There are several template
matching methods:
1) Square difference matching methods
These methods match the square difference, so perfect
match will be 0 and bad matches will be large.

2

(6)

x ', y '

Result values for this method that give the normalized
computation are:

Rccoeff norm ( x, y) 

Rccoeff ( x, y)
z ( x, y )

(7)

In this system, four template images are used to determine
eye gaze. These images are acquired during calibration step.
The best result will obtain eye gaze. The threshold is set to
90% match.
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E. Calibration Step
Eye gaze measurements that apply template matching
methods will does work on fix illumination and fix condition.
Illumination changes, shadow, different of eye shape when it is
used by other users, and others difference condition will obtain
mismatch result.
This problem can be solved by calibration step. The
calibration step consists of acquiring template image and self
evaluation as is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Result of calibration step. These steps obtain up, down, left, and right
image. Up image is used for move forward, down is used for stop, left is used
for turn left, and right is used for turn right

System will acquire eye image when looking at down, up,
left, and right keys. Next, system will evaluate template
image. If template image is good template, it will be used. If
not, system will acquire eye image again until good template
are obtained. When system is started, it will check that
template images are proportional. Illumination, shadow, and
eye shape will compare with current eye image. If there are
not proportional image, calibration step will be ran.
F. Custom Microcontroller
Yamaha JW-I Electric wheel chair type is used. To control
EWC using Pocket PC, custom microcontroller circuit is used.
USB interface on pocket PC is used to connect with other
peripheral. The custom microcontroller circuit is use RS232
communication. Microcontroller AT89S51 type is used. To
connect between pocket PC and custom microcontroller
circuit, USB to Serial communication is used. The
microcontroller will drive relay to move the EWC.
Microcontroller connection is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Microcontroller AT89S51 connects to other peripheral through serial
communication. Serial communication type should be converted to USB
communication using USB to serial converter.

G. Obstacle Avoidance
In order to safety reason, obstacle avoidance system is
implemented in our system. Obstacle avoidance system will
able to identify the obstacle in front of EWC and avoid it. This
system consists of two approaches: (1) Obstacle detection, and
(2) Best Path Finding.

H. Obstacle Detection
Obstacle detection is consisting of image processing based
and ultrasonic sensor based. Image processing based utilizes
background subtraction between current image I(x, y) and
background image B(x, y). Background subtraction method
will obtain black-white image S(x, y) which represent
obstacle. On this image, obstacles appear as white pixel. By
using searching of outer line from white pixels, we can
determine position and size of obstacle.
S ( x, y)  0 , if I ( x, y)  B( x, y)  threshold

(8)

S ( x, y)  255 , if I ( x, y)  B( x, y)  threshold

(9)

Weakness of background subtraction method is working
only if two images have same position of translation, scale,
shear, and rotation. To solve these problems, we utilize affine
transformation. This transformation requires 3 points that
appears on both images as is shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Background subtraction method, left-top is background image and
right-top is current image. Background subtraction method will obtain blackwhite image (bottom)

Translation, scale, share, and rotation parameter can be
determined from these points. Affine transformation required
at least three noticeable important points. These points should
be appears on both images. It can be detected by several ways:
corner, edge, specific object, and etc. Corner and edge have
many points and its will create computation problem. In our
system, we decide to use specific object. The specific object
can be an easily recognized object, text character, chessboard
wall, and etc. Flow process of obstacle detection using affine
transformation is shown in Figure 7.
The specific object will obtain one coordinate from center
of area. Obstacle detection using affine transformation
requires identifying at least three kind of object, so it will
obtain three noticeable important points.
First step of obstacle detection is convert source image into
gray image. By using template matching, system will find
specific object position. Using six noticeable points, system
calculate translation, share, scale, and rotation parameter.
These parameters will used for creating affine matrix.
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Fig. 8. Chessboard as specific point
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Fig. 9. Ultrasonic sensor, distance is measured by converting half of Ttx
transmitting time and Trx receiving time

Normalization

I. Best path finding
When EWC detect the obstacle, it must understand where
the best path should be chosen if EWC want to go into specific
place. Best path will be chosen based on floor layout map and
image map. Image map is created by acquiring background
images in every 1 m as is shown in Figure 10. In every
location (x, y) have one image. Instance, if the location has
size 10 x 10 m, it will have 100 images. After acquire
background images, floor layout map will be added manually
as initial condition. This map is setup manually based on room
layout. Example is shown in Figure 11.

Subtraction

Smooth Filter

Threshold

Output

Fig. 7. Obstacle Detection. This methods rely on subtraction between two
images and affine transformation.

Affine matrix apply on background image will obtain
affine image. Normalization is used to eliminate disturbance
such shadow, noise, and etc. Next, subtract between output
form current image and background image. Smooth filter is
used to reduce noise which is caused by subtraction process.
Last step is applying threshold on image and it will obtain
black and white image. Obstacle will be signed as group of
white pixel. After black white image is obtained, we should
return center of white pixel area into current coordinate and
coordinate of obstacle is founded. Because of so many type of
specific object, we got best performance of specific object by
using chessboard wall. The advantage of the chessboard
(Figure 8) is easily detected and robust on distance changes.
We use 3 types of chessboard: 3 by 4, 3 by 5, and 3 by 6 as are
shown in Figure 9. The other obstacle detection is use
ultrasonic sensor. This sensor has advantage when visual
system does not work. In case EWC move into surrounding
glass door, smoke condition, and minimum lighting will
caused visual system of obstacle detection fail. Ultrasonic
sensor consists of transmitter and receiver part. We use
ultrasonic sensor with 40 kHz frequency resonance.

Combination between background images and layout path
will obtain main map. EWC will move consider the main map.
After obstacle is detected in current path, EWC will switch to
another path which have same destination. Obstacle avoidance
methods are also useful when user is not confident to pass the
obstacle. EWC will take over and pass the obstacle. Best path
is chosen based on Dijkstra algorithm. Furthermore, System
also able to renew existing map.
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4,1
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2,2

3,2
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4,3
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2,4

3,4

4,4

1,5

2,5

3,5

4,5

1,6

2,6

3,6

4,6

Image(n+1,m)

Fig. 10. Image map, created by acquire image in every 1m.
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Goal

Obsta
cle

have same position with current image. Applying affine
transformation will does work if only if three noticeable
important points are appears on both images. These important
points are represented by three types of chessboard. If the
chessboard is successful detected, then by using affine
transformation and subtraction between background image and
current image, obstacle is founded.
Experiments of
chessboard detection is conducted by measuring maximum
location which still detected by system. Chessboard is put in
fix location. After that, EWC is move around the chessboard.
Maximum location which detected by system is recorded.
Data experiments are shown in Figure 12.

Obsta
cle

Start

Obstacle Detection

Fig. 11. Best path finding using Dijkstra, best path is chosen based on shortest
distance

EXPERIMENTS

A. Key selection
The proposed method experiments by measuring success
rate eye gaze detection as hit keys selection. Success rate of
eye gaze detection is measured by change user distance to
camera. Experiments say that minimum distance of success
rate is 13 cm and maximum distance is 38 cm. The distance
beyond these, OpenCV will not detect the eye and caused the
system fail to measure eye gaze. Hit keys selection experiment
was done by using real time video 640 by 480 pixels. Data
experiments when measure hit keys selection on range
distance 24 – 30 cm is shown in Table 1.
TABLE I.

Boundary shift angle (degree)

III.

80

50
40
30
20
10
0

2

3

4

3

4

Obstacle Detection

HIT KEYS MEASUREMENT

Move Forward
(%)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1

Distance (m)

2
1.5

Turn
Left
(%)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Turn
Right
(%)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

The result of hit key measurement is shown almost
perfectly, Error which cannot understand the eye input is
caused by the system fail to verify the template image. Error
will zero if good quality template is used. To make sure that
good quality template is used; System will always verify every
template and analyzed it. If templates have poor quality,
system will conduct calibration step again. This step will
repeat until good quality template is obtained.
B. Obstacle avoidance performance.
Experiment of obstacle avoidance is conducted by
acquiring image in corridor with distance 1m per images.
Location which image was acquired, is set with (x, y)
coordinate. So, in every (x, y) location will have 1
background image. This image will be used as background
reference. Obstacle is detected by subtract background image
with current image. To eliminate problem which caused by
different position between these images, affine transformation
is used to transform background image to affine image which

Boundary shift (m)

Stop
(%)
100
100
100
100
100
100
94.12

60

0

Success Rate
Distance
(cm)
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

70

1
0.5
0
-0.5

0

1

2

-1
-1.5
-2
Distance (m)

Fig. 12. measuring obstacle avoidance performances

Data show that boundary shift will decrease when distance
between camera and chessboard is increase. This experiment is
equal to obstacle detection. After three types of chessboard are
detected, affine transformation will use these points (three
chessboard center of areas) to subtract with current image and
obstacle position will be found.
C. Ultrasonic Sensor
Objective of this experiment is measure accuracy of
ultrasonic sensor before used in the system. This experiment is
conducted by measure sensor output for measuring distance
and comparing with real data. Some object is put on front of
sensor with varies distances and measure it. The experiment is
conducted on distance 0 cm until 3 m.
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Ultrasonic sensor use PING type parallax product and
microcontroller AT89S51 as processing data (convert from
time value to distance output). Graph of accuracy sensor is
shown in Figure 13.
Ultrasonic Accuracy

Sensor Output (m)

350
300

Data
distance

250

Error

200

D. Performance of Electric Wheel Chair
This experiment is conducted for measure EWC
performance on starting up acceleration, forward and
backward breaking deceleration. Also conducted speed
measurement when EWC move forward, backward, turn left,
and turn right. EWC is drive by user who has weight is 73 kg.
We record the duration time and convert it into speed value.
Experiment data of speed measurement is shown in Table 2.
Graph of EWC acceleration and deceleration when start and
stop duration is shown in Figure 15.

150

TABLE II.

SPEED MEASUREMENT

100
50
0
-50 0

100

200

300

400

Real Distance (m)

Fig. 13. Experiment of ultrasonic accuracy. This shown that minimum
distance is around 3 cm and maximum distance is 3 m. This range is
appropriate for detect the object.

Moving

Speed (m/s)

Forward

0.29

Backward

0.26

Turn Left

0.11

Turn Right

0.11

EWC Breaking Deceleration
0.35
0.3
0.25

Speed (m/s)

Elevation angle is require to know how width of the beam
sensor. Ultrasonic sensor with width beam is not benefit to our
system. Narrow beam will obtain good result because it will
not influence with any disturbance. This experiment is
conducted by measure elevation angle from 0 cm until 3 m.
Graph of elevation angle is shown in Figure 14.
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0
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Speed (m/s)
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2

4
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8
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Fig. 15. Experiment of EWC acceleration and deceleration
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100
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200

250

300

350

Distance(cm)

Fig. 14. Experiment of Elevation angle. Top side is distance versus angle, and
bottom side is distance versus distance elevation.

E. Processing time each process
In order to apply whole method into EWC application,
processing time should be measured to identify performance
of our real time system. Figure 16 shows transient time of eye
detection and tracking, n the beginning of chart, it seem this
method take long time around 300 ms. In this time, system
still process face detection, eye detection and others process
before running template matching method. After eye location
is founded, then system bypass previous step and cause
process working fast.
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Meanwhile, Figure 17 shows processing time of eye
detection and tracking on steady state condition, it looks faster
than transient condition.

and 1G of RAM. Result data show average processing time of
this method is 342.379 ms. Figure 18 shows processing time
of Eye gaze method.

Transient Time

Eye gaze measurement
600

400
350

500

250

400

200

Time (ms)

Time (ms)

300

150
100

300
200

50
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

100

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
cycle step

0
1

Fig. 16. Transient time of eye detection and tracking, n the beginning of chart,
it seem this method take long time around 300 ms. In this time, system still
process face detection, eye detection and others process before running
template matching method. After eye location is founded, then system bypass
previous step and cause process working fast.
Steady state Time
100
90
80
Time (ms)

70

12

23 34

45

56

67

78 89 100 111 122 133 144 155 166
Cycle Step

Fig. 18. processing time of Eye gaze method

H. Obstacle detection
This experiment also was conducted using Optiplex 755
Dell computer with Intel Core 2 Quad CPU 2.66 GHz and 2G
of RAM. NET COWBOY DC-NCR131 camera as visual input
is also used. Experimental result show average processing
time is 32.625 ms. Figure 19 shows processing time of
obstacle detection.

60
50

Obstacle detection

40
30

70

20

60

10
0
28 55 82 109 136 163 190 217 244 271 298 325 352 379 406 433
Cycle step

Fig. 17. Processing time of eye detection and tracking on steady state
condition, it looks faster than transient condition.

50
Time (ms)

1

40
30
20
10

F. Eye detection and tracking
This experiment is conducted using Optiplex 755 Dell
computer with Intel Core 2 Quad CPU 2.66 GHz and 2G of
RAM. We use NET COWBOY DC-NCR131 camera as visual
input. Experimental result show average steady state
processing time is 32.625 ms. it also shows difference
processing time between transient and steady state condition.
Transient time require more time than steady state time.
G. Eye gaze measurement
Objective of this experiment is measure processing time on
Eye gaze identification. It is conducted by using ACER
computer ASPIRE 5572 Series Core Duo T2050 1.6 GHz CPU

0
1

84

167 250 333 416 499 582 665 748 831 914 997
Cycle Step

Fig. 19. processing time of obstacle detection

I. Ultrasonic sensor
We implemented ultrasonic sensor parallax PING type.
This sensor is controlled by using custom microcontroller
AT89S51. Data was stored into computer by using USB
communication. Result data show average processing time is
568.658 ms. Figure 20 also shows processing time of
ultrasonic sensor, it look take longer time than others.
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Time (ms)

Ultrasonic Sensor
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540
535
530

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96
Cycle Step

[9]
[10]

Fig. 20. processing time of ultrasonic sensor, it look take longer time than
others.
[11]

IV. CONCLUSION
It is concluded that the proposed key-in system with
human eyes only works 100% perfectly for the number of keys
is four, start, stop, turn right and left. Also it is concluded that
the proposed EWC control system does work in a real basis
avoiding obstacles on range bellow 3.4 m using image
processing method and bellow 3 m using ultrasonic sensor. By
the proposed system, EWC is able to identify obstacle and
avoid them. Obstacle avoidance can assist user into interest
place although undesired condition such as dark areas, glass
wall or door, smoke area, and etc. By implemented this
system, EWC will move more safely and comfortable.
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